Final Presentation

Final presentations: 19 February 2013  room: PUIO B107  time: 14:00 – 17:00

Jury: Wendy Mackay, Jérémie Garcia, Michel Beaudouin-Lafon, Lora Oehlberg, Daniel Strazzula

Presentations: 10 minutes per group, including a 3-5 minute video prototype. Every group member must participate in the presentation. Presentation order will chosen at random.

Include: (~one slide per topic = 7-10 slides)

1. Introduction: What problem does your system address? (Be concise)
2. Users: Who is the system designed for? What are their characteristics and needs? (Be specific!) (User profile, personas & interview.)
3. Design concept: What is the key idea of your system? What makes it original and compelling for users? Illustrate the concept with a diagram. (Co-adaptive instruments, socio-technical principles)
4. Use scenario: Show how a user would interact with your system in a real-world setting. Don’t forget to include at least one breakdown. (Video prototypes should be at least 3 minutes, no more than 5 minutes.)
5. Justification: Why did you settle on this idea? How did the idea evolve: was there a key insight that changed the design direction? (Design alternatives, generative walkthroughs)
6. Conclusion: If you had time and resources to continue this project, what would you do next?

Questions: 3-4 minutes per group. Every group should ask at least one question. (This is part of your grade.) Keep questions constructive.

Due at 14:00: 3-5 minute video prototype on a flash drive, printed slide handout (4 per page), Final storyboard (must match the final video prototype).